Background: The neuronal electron microscopy images segmentation is the basic and key step to efficiently build the 3D brain structure and connectivity for a better understanding of central neural system. However, due to the visual complex appearance of neuronal structures, it is challenging to automatically segment membranes from the EM images.
Introduction
In order to get new insights into the functional structure of the brain, neuroanatomists need to reconstruct and mapping neural connections in 3D, which the key approach is 2D neuron image segmentation. Currently, electron microscopy (EM) is the main imaging tool which can provide sufficient resolution for studying connections at the neuron level. EM enables acquisition of huge datasets, which make tedious and timeconsuming manual analysis simply infeasible. Therefore, accurately automatic neuronal segmentation is naturally proposed to resolve this problem. However, the intricate cell textures and structures with largely varying shapes and topologies, etc. [1] make the automatic segmentation of neuronal EM images very challenging. Figure 1 shows two slices of EM images.
In previous works of membrane segmentation in EM images, two trends deserve paying much more attention. One is that more and more supervised machine learning methods are used. The other is to find more discriminative feature for segmentation. As to feature extraction for membrane segmentation in EM images, related works can be divided into two categories, namely implicit methods and explicit ones.
Implicit methods usually deployed deep learning paradigm, in which raw pixel intensities are often directly used as the input to train artificial neural network (ANN) or its variants. This paradigm can learn features automatically and effectively. Authors in [2] sampled raw pixel intensities from fixed size rectangular window to train a multilayer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [3] to segment membranes. Neuron membranes were detected in [4] by using a serial ANN architecture combined with a feature vector composed of image intensities sampled from a special stencil neighborhood. In this framework, classifiers are trained in sequential order and each ANN is allowed to use the classification result of the prior one as a part of the input. In [5] multi-scale stencil windows and radon-like features are used to learn a series of discriminative models to detect neuron membranes in EM Images. A special deep ANN is adopted by authors [6] as a pixel classifier and the label of each pixel is predicted from raw pixel values in a square window centered on it. In this method, each window pixel is mapped to a neuron in the input layer, followed by a succession of convolutional and max-polling layers.
As to explicit methods, image features are predefined before classifier is learned. In [7] the importance of context information for membrane segmentation is highlighted by using local context features computed from the hessian matrix to train a boosted classifier. The neighborhood is defined by a star shaped stencil with 8 arms (see Figure 2 ). By finding global dense correspondence between two sections, authors [8] exploited context information from the neighboring sections to reduce the ambiguities in neuronal segmentation of a section and extracted pixel level features to train a random forest classifier. Although existed works achieve a reasonable segmentation result, they still have some challenges as following:
(1.) They tend to obtain context information sampled on rectangular (see Figure 3) or predefined stencil window (see Figure 2 ). Obviously such windows of fixed size or shape are inconsistent with the natural boundaries of images and one window may cover several distinct image regions. It will degrade the segmentation accuracy [9] . Obtained by grouping nearby pixels, superpixel is a natural form of enforcing local consistency while respecting original image boundaries. Recent studies on superpixels showed that superpixels had superior performance to using rectangular image windows for localized image processing [9] [10] [11] . Moreover, superpixel, as a visual primitive, performs high efficiency for classification. For example, [11] gave a fully automated approach to segment mitochondria by using superpixel-based shape and local features. [10] performed automated nuclear segmentation by coupling superpixel context information with artificial neural networks. Although superpixel classifier is efficient, superpixel label is sensitive to the granularity of grouping. So superpixel classifier for EM images might be suitable for shaped and unconnected organelles segmentation.
Comparing to pixel, superpixel is a bigger granularity representation of the image. Pixels inside a superpixel have similar attributes, which is in reasonable agreement with the characteristic of local clustering of neuronal EM images. Superpixel-based features can be regarded as a kind of mid-level features, and pixel-based features as a kind of low level features. A natural idea is that superpixel level features may have different discriminative information from pixel level features for segmentation and the two kinds of features should be complementary at some degree. Superpixels naturally with the local information can be as a new formulation of adaptive windows neighborhood.
In the view of the above consideration, we define hierarchical level features which consist of pixel level features, superpixel level features and context level features among multi superpixels and random forest is used as classifier and is trained with hierarchical level features to perform segmentation. The effectiveness of our method is verified on the data set of ISBI2012 EM Segmentation Challenge.
Methods
Framework based upon the proposed hierarchical level features and random forest for membrane segmentation is provided in the beginning of this section. Later, three important steps in this work, namely, preprocessing, trainable segmentation and postprocessing are presented. In the step of preprocessing, one newly proposed but widely used superpixel oversegmentation algorithm is introduced. In the stage of trainable segmentation, hierarchical level feature definition and extraction are given and Random Forest is used to implement segmentation. Figure 4 provides an overview of our method, and our method consists of the following three steps:
I. Preprocessing: image enhancement, superpixel oversegmentation II. Trainable segmentation: sample selection, feature extraction and segmentation III. Postprocessing
Preprocessing
Before oversegmentation and feature extraction, images were preprocessed with histogram equalization and Gaussian filter to reduce noise, make the intensity more uniform and improve the contrast of the membranes.
Superpixel oversegmentation
Image oversegmentation is a usual way to obtain superpixels, and superpixels demonstrate local clustering of images. Obtained by the nearby pixel grouping, superpixels might be a more natural and perceptually meaningful representation of reality [12] . It has been shown that using superpixels are advantageous because they can preserve natural image boundaries and reduce redundant information of the image data as well as enforce local consistency [11] .
In this work, we apply Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [13] to generate superpixels, which is a variant of k-means algorithm. By integrating the local intensity and position information, SLIC divides an image into small patches. Superpixels obtained by SLIC are nearly uniform size and their boundaries are closely match true image boundaries. In addition, SLIC only need specify one parameter of the desired number of superpixels and has low computation complexity.
SLIC has with two important distinctions:
1. SLIC searches a limited region proportion to the superpixel size. S ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi N=k p , where s is the grid interval, N is the number of pixels, and k is the desired number of superpixels. A superpixel is a region of approximate size s × s,the search for similar pixels is done in a region 2 s × 2 s around the superpixel center. 2. SLIC adopts a weighted distance measure D, as shown in Equations (1) a. SLIC clusters pixels in the combined five dimensional color and image plane space to efficiently generate compact, nearly uniform superpixels. 
Trainable segmentation Superpixel based automatic representative sample selection
For large volumes of EM data set, training pure pixel classifier is large time consuming and big storage space demanding. Pixels inside the same superpixel can be seen as homogenous, thus there are similarity and redundancy between pixels. So we apply superpixel based automated representative sample selection. Specifically, in each superpixel, we apply certain criterions (for example choosing points randomly) to select pixel samples to represent all the pixels inside this superpixel (see Figure 5 ). For simplicity, we just randomly select one point corresponding to one single superpixel in our work. Besides, this automated sample selection is robust to noise.
Hierarchical level features (HLFs)
Low level features extraction (pixel-based features extraction) Most of pixel features are provided by Fiji with default parameters (http://fiji.sc/wiki/index.php/About). Fiji is a public software package for feature extraction. Our set of 34-dimensional pixel features is as following: (1) In addition, we incorporate 12-dimensional ray features [14] and 1-dimensional Radon-like feature [15] , which are newly developed and proved to be informative for neuronal reconstruction. Selected features are depicted in Figure 6 .
Mid-level features extraction (superpixel-based features extraction) From the perspective of collection, we formulate one superpixel as a set of local nearby homogenous pixels. Then we extract superpixel level features with statistical methods, rather than simply make superpixel as an elementary unit to extract features. Advantages of extract Figure 5 Automatic training point selection. Red points denotes selected points, and for illustration, one point corresponding to one superpixel.
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the superpixel features with statistical methods are twofold: First, there are rich pixel level features, thereby using statistical methods for superpixel feature extraction greatly enriches the representations of superpixel. Second, many statistical methods such as mean, variance are simple and efficient. In this paper, we represent a superpixel by simply averaging various pixel level features, thus we can get 34-dimensional superpixel features. And superpixel entropy derived from superpixel intensity histogram is utilized as one dimension of superpixel features. In addition, we also use 3-dimensional context level features among multi superpixels, such as mean intensity, mean gradient, intensity variance of neighboring superpixels. In total, we use 35-dimensional superpixel features and 3-dimensional superpixel context information. In fact, context level features among multi superpixels belong to superpixel level features.
Integrate low level features with mid-level features as the HLFs To each pixel, we get its superpixel-based neighborhood, which is different from conventional rectangular window-based neighborhood. And the new method is not only naturally adaptive but also has more perceptual meaningful. In total, we utilize 72-dimensional features, in which there are 34-dimensional pixel features, 35-dimensional superpixel features and 3-dimensional superpixel context information.
Classification
After selecting a set of features, another important step is to select a good classifier. Random forest is a widely employed "ensemble learning" method for classification and regression proposed by Breiman. This method is robust and user-friendly as it has only two parameters and it can work efficiently on large data sets. Even in presence of many noisy features, Random Forest works well, so it is unnecessary to perform feature selection procedure. Considering all of the above, we adopt Random Forest to train the proposed HLFs.
Random forest is ensemble learning consists of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a random vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest [16] . Each tree is grown as follows: First, the best split at each node is selected from among a random subset of the predictor variables. Different variables are used at each split in different trees. Second, the training set used to grow each tree is a bootstrap sample of the observations, i.e., a sample of size N drawn with replacement from the original sample of N observations. Some observations are represented multiple times, while others are left out. The left-out observations are called "out-of-bag" and are used to estimate prediction error, eliminating the need for a test set or cross-validation. Third, each tree is grown to its large extent possible, and there is no pruning. The random forests final prediction is the mean prediction (regression) or class with maximum votes (classification). Breiman [16] showed that the prediction error converges to a limiting value as the number of trees tends to infinity.
Postprocessing
As a post-processing procedure two steps are performed. The first step is autothreshold methods provided by Fiji to membrane probability map returned by RF, for the purpose of improving membrane continuity. The second step is iteratively region removing, performed by a series of thresholding operations based on region properties such as Area, Euler Number, Solidity and Eccentricity.
Experiments and results

Description of the data set
The data we used in this paper provided by the organizers of the ISBI 2012 EM Segmentation Challenge (http://www.biomedicalimaging.org/2012/index.php). The data set consists of training data and testing data of the Drosophila first instar larva ventral nerve cord, which is provided in the form of EM stack.
The training data labeled by an expert human neuroanatomist is a set of 30 sections from a serial section Transmission Electron Microscopy (ssTEM) data set. The test data (ground truth unknown to the authors) consisting of 30 sections is another volume from the same Drosophila first instar larva ventral nerve cord. Some typical slices and their corresponding labels are depicted in Figure 7 .
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Evaluation metrics
Segmentation result for challenge is evaluated through an automated online system; the system computes three error metrics in relation to the hidden ground truth: pixel error, warping error and the Rand error.
Pixel error
It is defined as 1 -the maximal F-score of pixel similarity or squared Euclidean distance between the original and the result labels [17] .
Warping error
The warping error is segmentation metric that tolerates disagreements over boundary location, penalizes topological disagreements, and can be used directly as a cost function for learning boundary detection [17] .
Rand error
The Rand error metric is based on the Rand index, defined as 1 -the maximal F-score of Rand index [18] , a measure of similarity between two clusters or segmentations. It has a more intuitive interpretation, but completely disregards non-topological errors [6] .
Comparison experiments on different level features
We do experiment to compare the segmentation performance of pure pixel, pure superpixel and HLFs on the three metrics.
Experimental setting
We divide the public training data set into two parts: previous 15 sections as our training set, remaining 15 sections as our test set. In order to test the effect of superpixel size on classification accuracy, we set the parameter of superpixel number for each section of EM image ranging from 7500 to 11500. For simplicity, just one single pixel point is randomly selected corresponding to one superpixel.
Classification results
The quantitative segmentation results of the three kinds of level features are shown in Figures 8, 9 , and 10. The plots in Figure 8 show the pixel error on the dataset. We can see from the plots that pixel level features perform better than superpixel level ones. This can be explained as pixel level features have richer information than superpixel level ones, as a result the image can be represented better by pixel level features. Pixel error plot of superpixel level features shows an upward trend with the increasing of number of superpixels, this is because classification at superpixel level is sensitive to granularity of oversegmentation. However, superpixel based segmentation performs better in warping error, see Figure 10 , this is due to superpixel inherently adheres well to the original image boundaries. Rand error plots in Figure 9 clearly demonstrate the substantial improvement in the segmentation by our method. We can draw a conclusion from Figures 9 and 10 that our method integrates the advantages of pixel level feature and superpixel level features.
HLFs feed into different learning algorithms
Aim to validate the recognition performance of HLFs as well as to find the best suitable classifier, we conduct experiments for different learning algorithms supplied with HLFs. We choose several currently popular classifiers: Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19] , AdaBoost [20] as well as Linear classifier. All the classifiers are trained with default parameters. In this experiment, training set and testing set are similar to the previous experiment, and number of superpixel is 8000 for each image. Experiment results are showed in Table 1 .
From Table 1 we can see that HLFs-RF achieves the best segmentation performance in general. Due to all results are directly returned by classifier without any postprocessing and rand error is very sensitive to topological errors, rand error for all the four methods is not good enough. Training set is not sufficient, which is maybe another reason for the lower rand error. SVM performs well for segmentation in pixel error, while rand error is quite poor. We explain this as SVM works well for problem in small sample condition and balanced data. It can be stated that RF is the better classifier suitable for the membrane segmentation.
Computational time
All the experiments are performed on a computer with a Core i7 950 3.06GHz processor, 24GB of RAM, and four GTX 580 graphics cards and implemented in MATLAB. For the HLFs-RF method, we computed the average computational time (in seconds) of one image with standard deviation in different stage of the proposed method. The statistical result is shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 we can see that the average computational time of one image with our method is about 201 seconds and it can basically satisfy actual application. The comparison experiment on the data set of ISBI2012
In this section, we compare our method with the two benchmark methods of ISBI2012 competition, namely Second Human Observer and Simple Thresholding, as well as two newly published methods of [8] and [21] . 1878 dimension features are used in Laptev's method, while only 72 dimension features are used in our method.
In addition, only part of pixels in each superpixel is used in our method, which means small sample condition. Experimental results are shown in Table 3 . Even with quite low dimensional features and in small sample condition, our method still shows better performance comparing to other four existed ones on the whole. It indicates that HLFs have more discriminative ability than pixel level features.
Conclusions and future work
This paper deals with the segmentation of neuronal structures in EM stacks based on supervised learning method. Considering the local clustering of neuronal EM images, we define and extract HLFs, which can be regarded as kind of more reasonable and natural feature representation, and use Random Forest as a classifier to implement segment of membranes with HLFs. Experimental validation demonstrates a promising performance of our method.
Future works will focus on two directions. One is to find more discriminative feature representation for superpixel. The other is to develop new classification techniques so that HLFs can be more fully utilized.
